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Program

Thursday, 6th of December 2018
9:00 Registra  on 

9:30 Introduc  on by Maria Relaki & Jan Driessen

1st  Session: Theorising the House 

9:40 ‘On the House’. A diachronic look on the confi gura  on of Minoan social 
 rela  onships
 Jan Driessen & Quen  n Letesson

10:15 Houses, Households, families and corporate groups. Social Structures and 
 their material representa  on in Minoan Crete
 Todd Whitelaw

10:50 Coff ee break

11:10 Ecologies of belonging: Houses as commons in Bronze Age Crete 
 Maria Relaki

11:45 The aesthe  cs of containment: concealing and revealing in Minoan houses
 Carl Knappe  

12:20 There is no such thing as house society, or fe  shising the house
 Stratos Nanoglou

12:55 Lunch

2nd Session: Houses in Ac  on

14:00 Residen  al mobility and ritual stability in Prepala  al Mesara: rebuilding
 Houses at Phaistos
 Simona Todaro

14:35 «Τα εν οίκω»: Tracing social iden  ty and structure in the Minoan town of Zakros
 Eleni Gerontakou, Maria Kyritsi & Alexandra Salichou

15:10 Darkness at the edge of town? Signs of inequality in the LM I Oikos at 
 Papadiokampos
 Tom Brogan & Chrysa Sofi anou
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15:45 Coff ee break

16:05 Scalar and temporal aspects of economic ac  vi  es in Minoan Houses
 Tim F. Cunningham

16:40 From the Neopala  al to Final Pala  al: Knossian and Cretan ‘Houses in Mo  on
 Eleni Hatzaki

17:15 Po  ery consump  on in Prepala  al domes  c and funerary contexts: 
 defi ning Houses through diff erence
 Υiannis Papadatos  

17:50 Embedded Produc  on: Elite Houses, Central Buildings and ideological co-
 opera  on 
 Pietro Militello, Orazio Palio & Mariana Figuera

18:25 Discussion

19:00 Recep  on

Friday, 7th of December 2018
8:45 Registra  on

3rd Session: Social & Ritual Aspects of the House

9:00 Whom the House concerned: Land ownership and lines of descent in 
 prehistoric Crete
 Emmanuela Apostolaki

9:35 Rites of Passage in Minoan Pala  al Crete and their role in structuring a 
 ‘House’ Society
 Dario Puglisi

10:10 The Body and the Ring: Metal Rings and Group Iden   es in the Late 
 Bronze Age Aegean
 Anna Simandiraki-Grimshaw

10:45 Coff ee break
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11:05 Peak Sanctuary fi gurines: materializing issues of ritual personhood within 
 community/House iden  ty
 Allan Pea  ield & Chris  ne Morris

11:40 The House Seal: examining seal-use and sealing prac  ces in Proto- and 
 Neopala  al Crete using Lévi-Strauss’ model of House Socie  es
 Sarah Finlayson

12:15  Lunch

4th  Session: Compara  ve perspec  ves across the Aegean

13:30 More oikoi at Akro  ri, Thera: physical and social landscape in the new 
 north/northwest neighbourhood of the LB I se  lement
 Artemis Karnava & Irene Nikolakopoulou

14:05 Finding oikoi: Ayia Irini, Kea from the household perspec  ve.
 Evi Gorogianni

14:40 Early Helladic III and Middle Helladic house (centric) socie  es 
 Corien Wiersma

15:15 Looking for Houses in the tombs. The evidence for House-socie  es in the 
 Mycenaean Argolid
 Kalliopi E  leidou

15:50 Coff ee break

16:10 In quest of the “oikos” in the Late Bronze Age tells of Central Macedonia: 
 The evidence from Thessaloniki Toumba
 Stelios Andreou & Kalliopi E  leidou

16:45 Women, Houses and House Socie  es
 Marisa Ruiz-Gálvez

17:20 General Discussion   

18:00 Workshop closure (Relaki & Driessen), followed by drinks
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Aegis 15 - An Archaeology of Forced Migra  on   31€
Crisis-induced mobility and the Collapse of the 13th c. BCE East. Med. -  Jan 
Driessen

Aegis 14 - Gathered in Death   24€
Arch. and Ethn. Perspec  ves on Coll. Burial and Social Org. -  A. Schmi  , S. 
Déderix, I. Crevecoeur 

Aegis 13 - Excava  ons at Sissi IV   50€
Preliminary Report on the 2015-2016 Campaigns - Jan Driessen, et alii 

Aegis 12 - How long is a Century?   43€
Late Minoan IIIB Po  ery Rela  ve Chronology and Regional Diff erences - 
Charlo  e Langohr 

Aegis 11 - Crisis to Collapse    33€
The Archaeology of Social Breakdown - Tim Cunningham, Jan Driessen

Aegis 10 - RA-PI-NE-U    47€
Studies on the Mycenaean World off ered to Robert Laffi  neur for his 70th 
Birthday - Jan Driessen

Aegis 9 - THRAVSMA    31€
Contextualising the Inten  onal Destruc  on of Objects in the Bronze Age 
Aegean and Cyprus - Kate Harrell, Jan Driessen

Aegis 8 - Minoan Archaeology     25€
Perspec  ves for the 21st Century - Sarah Cappel, Ute Günkel-Maschek, 
Diaman  s Panagiotopoulos

Aegis 7 - Cretan Ci  es: Forma  on and Transforma  on    34€
Florence Gaignerot-Driessen, Jan Driessen

aeGIS
ARCHÉOLOGIE DU MONDE MINOEN

PRESSES UNIVERSITAIRES DE LOUVAIN

15%
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Aegis 6 - Excava  ons at Sissi III    42€
Preliminary Report on the 2011 Campaign - Jan Driessen, et alii

Aegis 5 - Minoan Reali  es    33€
Approaches to Images, Architecture, and Society in the Aegean Bronze Age - 
Diaman  s Panagiotopoulos, Ute Günkel-Maschek

Aegis 4 - Excava  ons at Sissi II     42€
Preliminary Report on the 2009-2010 Campaigns - Jan Driessen, et alii

Aegis 3 - PERIFEREIA    29€
Étude régionale de la Crète aux Minoen Récent II-IIIB (1450-1200 av. J.-C.). 1. 
La Crète centrale et occidentale - Charlo  e Langohr

Aegis 2 - Du Phénotype au génotype     30€
Analyse de la syntaxe spa  ale en architecture minoenne (MMIIIB – MRIB) - 
Quen  n Letesson

Aegis 1 - Excava  ons at Sissi     33€
Preliminary Report on the 2007-2008 Campaigns - Jan Driessen, et alii

GraaL 1 - Clashes of Time    28€
The contemporary past as a challenge for Archaeology - Jean-Marie Blaising, 
Jan Driessen, Jean-Pierre Legendre, Laurent Olivier

Destruc  on    38€
 Archaeological, Philological and Historical Perspec  ves - Jan Driessen
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Abstracts
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‘On the House’. A diachronic look on the configuration of Minoan social 
 relationships

Jan Driessen & Quen  n Letesson

The concept of the House is here presented as a useful analy  cal tool to explore the 
corporate role of produc  on and consump  on within the Minoan context, forming 
part of the material and immaterial wealth, and used as such to adver  se the iden-
 ty of a social group. Using Alan Fiske’s (2004) elementary forms of human rela  ons 

(communal sharing, authority ranking, equality matching and market-pricing), the 
various se   ngs, scales and material expressions of the ways Minoan poli  cal eco-
nomy operated are analysed through  me. 
In this paper, we defend the basic idea that adequate resource exploita  on on the 
island led to the ini  al cons  tu  on of larger social units. The la  er, however, seem 
to have adopted diff erent confi gura  ons throughout the various periods of Minoan 
society, cons  tu  ng scale-dependent forms of ver  cal and horizontal organiza  on 
which coexisted and framed human rela  ons.
Following Bevan (2007), we explore the various types and physical a  ributes of ma-
terial culture – ceramics, seals, architecture, stone vases etc. – and their persistence 
throughout the phases of the Cretan Bronze Age. These will inform us on the propor-
 onal importance of communal sharing, authority ranking, equality matching and 

market-pricing. Following earlier work ‘on the House’, we stress how each of these 
parameters was mobilised diff erently and combined into various expressions and 
strategies of poli  cal economy within the diff erent phases and how the House’s re-
silience was maintained.  
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Houses, Households, families and corporate groups. Social Structures and 
their material representation in Minoan Crete

Todd Whitelaw

Social groups within Minoan communi  es are manifest materially at various scales 
in the burial and se  lement records, varying among communi  es and changing 
through  me.  From the Early Minoan period, cemeteries provide the clearest evi-
dence for social structures, with behaviour diff eren  a  ng but also integra  ng indi-
viduals, collec  ve burying groups, and en  re communi  es.  Following the establi-
shment of centralised states, cemeteries gradually decline in prominence as focal 
arenas for the defi ni  on, nego  a  on and representa  on of social structures, while 
houses become more clearly architecturally defi ned and diff eren  ated.  This trend 
begins in the more socially and occupa  onally diff eren  ated urban communi  es and 
is developed par  cularly during the later Neopala  al period, with the widespread 
but diff eren  al adop  on of pala  al architectural elabora  ons in individual houses.  
There is a con  nuing debate about what social units are represented by these mate-
rial manifesta  ons, though the models considered tend to be fairly sta  c, despite the 
varying social contexts of diff erent communi  es, and the major social and poli  cal 
transforma  ons of Minoan socie  es through the course of the Bronze Age.  Par  cu-
larly diffi  cult to defi ne are social groups intermediate between individual residen  al 
households and en  re communi  es, though even the nature of households remains 
open to debate.  The emphasis of this paper is two-fold.  On the one hand, it will 
consider the long-standing debates about the nature of Mediterranean households 
and larger-scale kin and non-kin corporate groups, and on the other, the variabi-
lity and pa  erns in the Minoan material record, focussing par  cularly on se  lement 
evidence.  The recent interest in archaeology more generally on ‘house socie  es’ 
has usefully re-problema  sed these ques  ons, but stretched this specifi c model in 
diverse ways, and focused more a  en  on on its theore  cal challenges than its prac-
 cal recogni  on and applica  on.  Whether this is an appropriate model for Minoan 

socie  es needs detailed considera  on, in the context of alterna  ve social models 
and their poten  al material manifesta  ons.
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Ecologies of belonging: Houses as commons in Bronze Age Crete

Maria Relaki

In this ar  cle I explore the condi  ons and the processes by which relatedness is ac-
 vely constructed, nego  ated and reproduced in the Bronze Age socie  es of Crete. 

To do this I focus on the concept of the Oikos/House as a shared physical, social 
and emo  onal space enabling interac  ons between humans, non-human animals, 
things, materials, landscapes and places that generate condi  ons of solidarity. I sug-
gest that the best way of exploring how solidarity is created and maintained is to view 
the House as an ecology, a mode of existence predicated on interdependence and 
symbiosis, a precarious achievement that has to be constantly nego  ated through 
 me. While this implies a considerable level of fl uidity, I also argue that boundaries 

play an important part in the conceptualisa  on and opera  onalisa  on of the House 
as a structure of belonging.  I illustrate these sugges  ons by examining a number 
of collec  ve prac  ces prominent in the Cretan Bronze Age and their role in forging 
solidarity and belonging. 
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The aesthetics of containment: concealing and revealing in Minoan houses

Carl Knappe  

What kind of ‘facility’ is the house? I will argue that it is a containing facility. By 
drawing on a diverse literature from anthropology and art history on containers and 
containment, it is possible to iden  fy a number of key features of containment fa-
cili  es that we can use to reframe our study of the house as a ‘bio-psycho-social’ 
phenomenon. With regard to Minoan houses in par  cular, viewing them through the 
lens of containment helps us to see how as facili  es they balance in par  cular ways 
the demands of occupa  on and accessibility or, to put it otherwise, concealment 
and display. Alongside houses, I will explore other Minoan containing technologies, 
such as burial facili  es and ceramic vessels; if there are commonali  es in containing 
logics across diff erent facili  es, then the possibility arises of a par  cular aesthe  cs 
of containment. 
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There is no such thing as house society, or fetishising the house

Stratos Nanoglou

Paraphrasing M. Thatcher is perhaps taking a road full of pi  alls. Employing a Le-
vi-Straussian term nowadays may be even more so. What are the benefi ts of ca-
pitalising the house and capitalising on the house? What are the diff erences and 
presumably the advantages over other terms like ‘household’, ‘domus’, or even ‘oi-
kos’? Taking stock of several a  empts to use the term in interpre  ng prehistoric 
inhabita  on in the Aegean, but also in Europe and Anatolia, par  cularly as it has 
been brought to bear on the Neolithic, but not limited to that period, I want to fo-
cus on the process of objec  fi ca  on and off er the house as fe  sh. I am par  cularly 
interested in two intertwined aspects of the house: its materiality and its historicity. 
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Residential mobility and ritual stability in Prepalatial Mesara: rebuilding 
Houses at Phaistos

Simona Todaro

The se  led landscape of Prepala  al Mesara is dominated by the widespread presence 
of circular tombs, which, being used for communal burials over many genera  ons, 
have tradi  onally been taken to suggest residen  al stability (Branigan 1971). More 
recently, a close reading of their discon  nuous sequences of use, coupled with a 
deeper understanding of their surrounding territories, has led some scholars to 
argue that most tombs were used episodically by diff erent kin-based groups, i.e. by 
groups who changed their locus of habita  on and needed some form of territorial 
foci to legi  mate their control over produc  ve resources in their vicinity (Whitelaw 
2001). In terms of se  lement strategies, moreover, the plethora of tombs of similar 
dimensions spread in the region has been taken to represent a dispersed se  lement 
system of small and short-lived hamlets and farmsteads that in the late phases of the 
EM period were abandoned due to phenomena of popula  on nuclea  on at a few 
focal sites (Whitelaw 2001). 

For example, the site of Ayia Triada, founded in EM I on a rela  vely low hill near the 
course of the Geropotamos river, supports this trend as its various EM phases are 
a  ested in diff erent parts of the site. Moreover, the two buildings excavated to the 
east of the necropolis – casa est and casa ovest -  belong to diff erent phases of EM IIA 
and were abandoned before the construc  on of tholos B, which in turn was used for 
a few burials in EM IIB and was re-used at the end of the EM III when the necropolis 
seems to serve a larger popula  on (Todaro 2004; 2013). 

However, a diff erent pa  ern is documented at Phaistos, where the locus of ac  vity 
did not shi   across the site but took place through in situ re-building, a strategy that 
led to the forma  on of long sequences of fl oors, paving and walls that at fi rst sight 
seem to suggest a certain degree of se  lement stability favoured by the agricultural 
poten  al of the plain. 

Building on the results of a contextual and environmental study carried out on the 
Phaistos hills and their territory, in this paper it will be argued that the buildings 
constructed on the hill in diff erent phases of the EM period diff ered from those 
a  ested in the region not only because they were served by paved ramps and were 
characterised by paved areas, red fl oors and red plastered walls, but because they 
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were the outcome of the common eff ort of residents and non-residents. They were 
not, in other words, houses, i.e. residences of individual households, but Houses, 
i.e. physical representa  ons of corporate bodies that could be inhabited only by the 
core group (i.e. by the highest-ranking members of the group), but were constructed 
and/or maintained by various groups whom, by doing so, claimed an affi  lia  on/
membership. From this perspec  ve, the mobile way of life exemplifi ed by the 
short-lived character of the houses a  ested at sites in the western Mesara, albeit 
poten  ally triggered by the marshy and wet condi  ons of the plain in the stretch 
of land between Phaistos and Ayia Triada, could also be the outcome of the social 
fl uidity typical of House socie  es as described by Levi-Strauss.
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«Τα εν οίκω»: Tracing social identity and structure in the Minoan town of 
Zakros

Eleni Gerontakou, Maria Kyritsi & Alexandra Salichou

The transi  on from the MM IIIB-LM IA to LM IB period in Zakros, marked by the 
construc  on of the new palace at the very beginning of the LM IB period, caused 
signifi cant changes in the social and poli  cal matrix of the site, leading to the rear-
rangement of the layout of the se  lement and to the reconfi gura  on of its buildings. 
The ‘Oblique Building’, located on the NW hill of the site and possibly constructed 
during the Protopala  al period, seems to be one of the few buildings on the site that 
withstood these changes and con  nued to be used albeit with signifi cant modifi ca-
 ons un  l the end of LM IB. Through a brief review of its long history (based on its 

architecture and fi nds), we will a  empt to detect and analyse these socio-poli  cal 
changes that eventually led to the forma  on of a new domes  c and social model 
during LM IB. 
The so-called ‘Strong Building’, just outside the north façade of the palace, will also 
be examined as an indica  ve example of this model, since its specifi c architectural 
features and fi nds can shed light on the iden  ty and ac  vi  es of the resident social 
group. 
Our analysis will be based on comparisons with the available data from the prece-
ding period, as well as with other contemporary buildings of the se  lement. We will 
eventually a  empt to iden  fy the composi  on of the resident group of the ‘Strong 
Building’, with special a  en  on paid to its iden  fi ca  on as a «corporate group», a 
«household» or an «oikos», and to the extent that these anthropological concepts 
may be archaeologically detected, especially in the context of a changing and evol-
ving society.
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Darkness at the edge of town? Signs of inequality in the LM I Oikos at 
Papadiokampos

Tom Brogan & Chrysa Sofi anou

Our paper examines the locus, form, and content of the “oikos” in the LM I se  le-
ment of Papadiokampos, which was the focus of excava  ons by the Lassithi Ephoreia 
from 2005-2012. While coastal erosion damaged the north side of the three exca-
vated houses, enough of each plan is preserved to dis  nguish two very diff erent 
layouts. Houses B.1 and C.1 enjoy a central loca  on within the se  lement and a 
design dividing the houses in two wings with diff erent room arrangements and func-
 ons. House A.1 lies at the western edge of town. The rooms were again arranged in 

two wings but this  me with symmetrical plans. An analysis of the contents of these 
houses provides a star  ng point for interpre  ng House A.1 as a modest dwelling at 
the edge of town with 4 similar suites of rooms in which the inhabitants were ea  ng 
excep  onal amounts of seafood. This pa  ern contrasts sharply with those recorded 
in the more affl  uent houses at the center of town. The evidence suggests two very 
diff erent images of households in the community, which we will consider in more 
detail in the discussion.
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Scalar and temporal aspects of economic activities in Minoan Houses

Tim Cunningham

Coined by Levi Strauss (1982) and introduced to the world of Aegean prehistory by 
Driessen (2010), the concept of House socie  es is especially useful for exploring the 
world of Bronze Age Crete. These Minoans so renowned for architecture and cra  s-
manship, seafaring trade and (perhaps anachronis  cally) laws, have resisted many 
a  empts at classifi ca  on, providing contradic  ons to almost every term. First seen 
as an hierarchical empire, with kings and vassals in palaces and villas and a thalas-
socracy at sea, and more recently characterized as vying fac  ons in communal cen-
ters, the basic elements of social organiza  on have remained opaque. By proff ering 
an “in  mate personal rela  on between buildings and people” Driessen (2010: 40) 
allows us to discuss this base level social organiza  on using what we can readily 
see in the archaeology – the buildings, the physical manifesta  ons of the ‘Houses’ 
themselves. The possibly shi  ing and amorphous membership requirements at least 
fi t with the observed contradic  ons evident in the archaeological record, e.g. ac  vi-
 es such as trade, public storage, seafaring, monumental construc  on, literacy and 

administra  on that would suggest a more strict and hierarchical organiza  on, with 
the extremely dispersed nature of luxury goods and important architecture, regional 
and local varia  ons in material culture and se  lement pa  erns, opaque and eso-
teric iconography and cult prac  ces, and both variable and opaque administra  ve 
prac  ces that would perhaps suggest a more heterarchically slanted, ‘bo  om-up’ 
or even fac  onal social construct. By fi xing on a concrete and recognizable ar  fact 
category, (e.g. buildings), and allowing for fl uidity and varia  on in the composi  on of 
the non-material en  ty created and contained (e.g. the ‘House’) this approach is well 
suited to both diachronic and mul  -scalar analyses.
 In this paper I will begin at the level of individual buildings in Palaikastro looking 
both at the architectural forms and construc  on and, especially, the scale of the ac-
 vi  es captured within, as especially well a  ested in the recent PALAP excava  ons. 

In both arenas, it will be seen that the scale of ac  vity and scope of organiza  on is 
beyond that of a nuclear household but that the idiosyncrasies between ‘Houses’ 
obviate any no  on of a regional hierarchical planning or control. The fl exibility and 
adaptability provided by the variable composi  on of the intangible aspects of the 
House combined with the permanence and fi xed materiality of the actual buildings is 
par  cularly well suited to the demands of reproducing society at that  me and place. 
Pulling back to a larger scale view, it will be suggested that the house concept can 
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indeed scale up fractally (c.f. Knappe   2009) across regions and might also serve to 
explicate and elucidate the contras  ng unity and varia  on found on an island wide 
scale – indeed, at  mes the whole island may have func  oned like a great ‘house’ in-
sofar as inclusion was distributed. A fi nal diachronic point will be made that this built 
environment, itself the construct of what we call Minoan urbanism (Cunningham 
2017) has a dis  nct appearance and a dis  nct disappearance. It is unlikely that all of 
the underlying social forms and constructs that comprise the House society of the 
Cretan Bronze Age are likewise limited; there must have been therefore an amalga-
ma  on, a hybridisa  on between longer ‘duree’ social habits and the ‘urban’ concept 
– architectural and cultural, of the sort postulated by Relaki (2013) as a ”symmetry of 
reproduc  on” to produce the House socie  es of Minoan Crete.
 
Cunningham, T., 2017. Best Laid Plans: An Archaeology of Architectural Anomalies 
inBronze Age Crete. In Letesson, Q., and Knappe  , Carl (2017) (eds). Minoan archi-
tecture and urbanism. New Perspec  ves on an Ancient Built Environment. Oxford  
University Press: Oxford
Driessen, J. (2010). Spirit of place: Minoan houses as major actors. In P. Dullen   (Ed.), 
Poli  cal economies of the Aegean Bronze Age (pp. 35–64). Oxbow:  Oxford.
Joyce, R. A., and S. D. Gillespie, eds., 2000. Beyond Kinship: Social and Material  Re-
produc  on in House Socie  es. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press.
Knappe  , C. J., 2009. Scaling Up: From Household to State in Bronze Age Crete. In 
Inside the Greek City: Studies in Urbanism in the Greek World from the Bronze Age 
to the Hellenis  c Period, edited by S. Owen and L. Preston. Museum of Classical Ar-
chaeology Monography 1. Oxford: Oxbow Books.
Levi-Strauss, C., 1982. The Way of the Masks. Sea  le: University of Washington Press.
Relaki, M. 2013. Pervasive assump  ons of ownership: land, gender and reproduc  ve 
narra  ves. In Relaki, M. and D. Catapo   (eds.), An Archaeology of Land Ownership, 
pp. 93-125. Routledge Studies in Archaeology.
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From the Neopalatial to Final Palatial: Knossian and Cretan ‘Houses in 
Motion’

Eleni Hatzaki

Ever since the decipherment of Linear B in the 1950s and the publica  on of the 
Sellopoulo tombs at Knossos in the mind 1970s, the ‘arrival of the Mycenaeans’ in 
Crete, via Knossos, has dominated Aegean scholarship. Subsequent discussions (al-
though in agreement about where it all began) have been o  en framed in opposi  on 
to each other with the aim of proving or disproving the ‘arrival’. Changes in material 
culture have been a  ributed to ‘the arrival’ or to experimenta  on. In this paper at-
ten  on is redirected to comparing and contras  ng the Neopala  al and Final Pala  al 
but with a diff erent purpose. By focusing on con  nuity and change, material culture 
becomes a key component in understanding the structure of society. Star  ng with 
burial customs as a window to ritual and symbolic expressions I move well beyond 
it to incorporate diverse elements such as landscape and visual culture. I argue that 
the societal transforma  ons that stemmed from Knossos in the Final Pala  al were so 
profound that they changed the structure of Cretan Neopala  al society forever. This 
transforma  on is framed around a drama  cally and abruptly altered no  on of the 
House which can be traced thanks to the rich and diverse material and visual culture 
of Knossos but with elements deriving from other parts of Crete and the South Ae-
gean. Indirectly, this paper also addresses issues of regionalism in the structure of 
Cretan society in the Late Bronze Age.
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Pottery consumption in Prepalatial domestic and funerary contexts: 
defining Houses through difference 

Υiannis Papadatos

Over the last decade the House Society model has been proven a useful alterna  ve 
approach for the interpreta  on of Minoan pala  al society, providing persuasive ex-
plana  ons for several par  culari  es of Minoan material culture, such as the large 
size, complexity and func  ons of the houses, the planning of Minoan towns and 
villages, and the organiza  on of produc  on. 
In the Prepala  al phases, however, the iden  fi ca  on of locus-bound, intergenera-
 onal Houses faces problems related to the fragmentary archaeological record, the 

lack of se  lement excava  ons, the special character of the funerary evidence, and 
the ongoing debate concerning the degree and character of social complexity, with 
diff erent, frequently opponent views about cra   specializa  on, social inequality and 
ranking. Although several characteris  cs of Prepala  al material culture are compa-
 ble with the House Society model, it is diffi  cult to exclude the opera  on of other 

non-house kinship systems of social organiza  on. 
Furthermore, the eff orts to apply the House Society model in Prepala  al Crete make 
use of evidence from the later part of the period and extrapolate or hypothesize 
for the earlier phases. Recent excava  ons of domes  c and funerary contexts allow 
us to discuss this issue in rela  on to the earlier phases of the Prepala  al. The stu-
dy of ceramics in their relevant architectural contexts helps to iden  fy meaningful 
consump  on pa  erns, as well as similari  es and diff erences between domes  c and 
funerary contexts. This integrated approach allows us to set the evidence of the ear-
ly Prepala  al period against the House Society model and other kinship systems of 
social organiza  on.
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Embedded Production: Elite Houses, Central Buildings and ideological co-
operation

Pietro Militello, Orazio Palio & Mariana Figuera

Ames (1995) defi nes embedded produc  on as the manufacture of classes of objects 
by members  of elites in chiefdom and state level socie  es, a defi ni  on later accep-
ted by Cos  n (2001). Embedded and dependent produc  on diff er from one other 
insofar that in the fi rst instance “elite members themselves are the producers”. From 
an archaeological point of view, the dis  nc  on between the two produc  on systems 
is diffi  cult to be iden  fi ed.  In fact, this topic was tackled by some papers in Pullen 
2009.
This paper, stemming from some sugges  ons in Palio 2008 and Militello 2018, it will 
discuss these issues using distribu  onal and cluster analysis of fi nds in two groups 
of houses: one from Phaistos (MMII houses A-C) and the other from Ayia Triada (LM 
I North-Eastern Sector, Casa del Pistrino, Casa del Lebete, Casa delle Sfere Fi   li), 
comparing them with analogous groups of artefacts (including tools and waste) from 
Levi’s Quarter and the Villa. This will shed a new light on the possible ideological 
connec  ons between central buildings (the “Palace” at Phaistos and the Villa in Ayia 
Triada) and élite groups that, through the produc  on of pres  ge items, such as tex-
 les and stone vases, probably for ritual consump  on, affi  rmed their posi  on within 

a system of power.
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Whom the House concerned: Land ownership and lines of descent in 
prehistoric Crete

Emmanuela Apostolaki

This paper means to contribute to two discussions ini  ated in recent research by 
providing a view from domes  c contexts of Bronze Age Crete: fi rst, the possibility of 
the existence of private ownership of land and second, the likely forma  on of Houses 
within the socie  es of the island. A  er reviewing the relevant data from an enor-
mously useful domain for exploring the issue of ownership, i.e. the dwelling space, 
the study will proceed to link the emerging picture with the opera  on of Houses, a 
fundamental dimension of which is the acquisi  on and maintenance of property. It 
will adhere to the original defi ni  on of the term as formulated by C. Levi-Strauss and 
will not consider the array of cases, where the model has been applied in archaeo-
logy and anthropology to interpret socie  es across the globe. Rather, emphasis will 
be placed solely on the Cretan evidence with the aim to dis  nguish households, 
extended households and corporate groups from corporate groups bearing the fea-
tures of a House, as specifi ed by C. Levi-Strauss. This is expected to provide a safe 
methodological ground for comparisons and further elabora  on on the topic, ul  -
mately leading to the ques  on of which parts of society could have formed Houses 
and why in prehistoric Crete, if indeed such social forma  ons existed.
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Rites of Passage in Minoan Palatial Crete and their role in structuring a 
‘House’ Society

Dario Puglisi

Rites of passage are rituals aiming to defi ne the social role and status of the commu-
nity members. In the last decades, many scholars (Davis, Marinatos, Koehl, etc.) have 
dealt with this topic in Aegean world, showing that these rites were widely prac-
 ced in Minoan Crete and strongly interacted with social prac  ces such as clothing, 

hairstyle, sport and cult. Despite the pervasiveness of rites of passage in Minoan 
Crete, especially in the pala  al period, and their associa  on with relevant collec  ve 
prac  ces, not enough a  en  on has been paid, so far, to their role in shaping the 
structure of Minoan society. This paper aims to fi ll this gap by taking advantage of 
compara  ve examples and interpreta  ve models provided by anthropologists and 
historians of religion. A  er a short review of the archaeological evidence for rites of 
passage in Minoan pala  al Crete, some hypotheses will be proposed about the struc-
ture of these rituals and their internal diff eren  a  on according to the age and sex 
of the par  cipants. This complex system resulted in the crea  on of homogeneous 
social groups which must have had a strong role in the life of Minoan communi  es. 
They probably acted as “moral persons holding an estate made up of material and 
immaterial wealth” but perpetuated themselves not on the basis of kinship but of 
the par  cipa  on to a common rite of passage. 
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The Body and the Ring: Metal Rings and Group Identities in the Late Bronze 
Age Aegean

Anna Simandiraki-Grimshaw

In the Late Bronze Age Aegean (ca. 1700-1100 BC), a host of metal rings made their 
appearance across a number of sites. Their exquisite techniques and detailed ico-
nography have been studied to a certain extent, mostly from an art-historical and 
a microglyp  c perspec  ve. Conclusions have been drawn regarding their manufac-
ture, but more emphasis has been placed on their depic  ons of what appear to be 
religious or symbolic scenes. Less a  en  on has been paid to their prac  cal, no  onal 
and contextual interconnec  ons. 
This paper will draw upon ‘older’ and newly discovered examples of this corpus. It 
too will consider the rings’ manufacture and iconography and will try to trace interre-
lated elements. However, the paper will also examine more closely and systema  cally 
the rings’ (perceived) origins, fi ndspots (where applicable), proxemics, ergonomics, 
mobility, physical and no  onal contexts. Furthermore, emphasis will be placed on 
the embodiment tropes and processes that these rings seem to advocate. Through 
such an approach, new pa  erns and scales of interrela  ons will become apparent. 
In the next stage of the paper, I will endeavour to demonstrate that the origins, clus-
tering and soma  c tropes of these rings actually refl ect specifi c, o  en compe  ng 
socio-poli  cal groupings in the Late Bronze Age Aegean, who could be theorised 
as Houses. In other words, I will advocate that groups of diff eren  al affi  lia  ons and 
iden   es (e.g. bodily ideals, ins  tu  ons, belief systems) can be discerned if the rings 
these people used are contextualised within their broader material culture milieux. 
Consequently, I hope to show how a House approach can be arrived at and how 
it can help us towards a be  er understanding of the confi gura  on of administra-
 ve, cul  c, cultural and social landscapes by par  cular Late Bronze Age actors. I will 

conclude that these rings may, in fact, have had a wider socio-poli  cal impact than 
has hitherto been recognised.
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Peak Sanctuary figurines: materializing issues of ritual personhood within 
community/House identity

Alan Pea  ield & Chris  na Morris

The predominant model for the interpreta  on of Minoan peak sanctuary fi gurines 
is based on Myres’ original iden  fi ca  on of the Petsophas clay fi gurines as personal 
representa  ons of the “worshippers”, who off ered them, rather than dei  es (Myres, 
BSA 1902/3). This model has proved robust, surviving more than 100 years of re-
search on Minoan peak sanctuaries, and it s  ll seems “correct”. Nevertheless, it must 
be acknowledged that part of the reason why this model has not been even modifi ed 
is because, despite there being thousands of fi gurines surviving from peak sanctua-
ries, rela  vely few have been published in any detail – either as individuals, or as 
corpuses of artefacts.
The East Cretan Peak Sanctuary Project is a collabora  ve study and publica  on pro-
ject between Cos  s Davaras, the original excavator, and Pea  ield and Morris. This 
has given us opportunity to perceive these fi gurines on a scale suffi  cient to address 
ques  ons of not just of individual iden  ty, but also to think about them as expres-
sions of community iden  ty, from the micro scale of the family to the macro scale 
of the “House” or village. We have argued elsewhere that fi gurines should be un-
derstood through the sense of the personal: holding, wearing, carrying, off ering. In 
this paper our ini  al ques  on will focus on the process of manufacture: who made 
the fi gurines and within what social context: individual, specialist, or collec  ve? Ob-
viously too, that process of produc  on has a ritual dimension.
The intellectual advance represented in the development of the “House” model by 
Driessen, and explored in this conference, is that it allows us to address issues of 
Minoan kinship and social structure that further impact into the spiritual. This brings 
us to the original issue: who exactly are these fi gurines meant to personify? Is it the 
person in the individualis  c sense that is familiar to us? Or is that anachronis  c? Is 
it perhaps the person, expressed through their social rela  onships, ritualized into 
vo  ve off ering?
Ritual social rela  onships also cross the boundaries of  me, and enter the spiritual 
dimension of the Ancestor. Therefore our fi nal ques  on will be: what is the rela-
 onship between peak sanctuary fi gurines and concep  ons of ancestor cult?
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The House Seal: examining seal-use and sealing practices in Proto- and 
Neopalatial Crete using Lévi-Strauss’ model of House Societies

Sarah Finlayson

The possibility of iden  fying Houses through the groups of similar seal mo  fs ob-
served in the Prepala  al Period on Crete has been convincingly discussed by Relaki 
(2009). In this paper, I evaluate the extent to which Lévi-Strauss’ model can produc-
 vely be applied to seal-use and sealing prac  ces in Proto- and Neopala  al Crete, 

two periods for which we have much more evidence but also an increasingly com-
plex socioeconomic landscape. Certainly, the presence of pools of very similar or re-
lated mo  fs, and the long-life of some designs, suggests at fi rst glance a con  nua  on 
of some sort from the Prepala  al; however, there are methodological problems to 
unpick, from the ques  on of how to iden  fy a meaningfully similar group of images 
(as opposed to those that refl ect a current fashion, for example), to understanding 
from the o  en opaque and fragmentary evidence exactly how and where seals and 
sealings were being used. Three components of the House Society model are po-
ten  ally par  cularly useful in unpicking the complexi  es of seal-use; Lévi-Strauss’ 
concep  on of the House as a personne morale could provide a way into unders-
tanding the role of some seals as markers and shapers of an iden  ty that might not 
be that of a single, iden  fi able individual. The House’s overwhelming concern to 
manage and maintain economic property could mo  vate seal use in sealing admi-
nistra  on; an obvious point, but combined with the scalability of the model, with 
Houses defi ned only in rela  on to each other, as well as the presence of non-House 
individuals, this could off er insights into the mul  ple intertwined strands of seal-use 
at diff erent scales during the Proto- and Neopala  al, from the household to the ‘pa-
lace’.
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More oikoi at Akrotiri, Thera: physical and social landscape in the new 
north/northwest neighbourhood of the LB I settlement

Artemis Karnava & Irene Nikolakopoulou

Excava  ons at Akro  ri in the years 1999-2002 yielded new evidence on the history 
of habita  on at the site from the Neolithic period to the LC I/LM IA fi nal phase of the 
se  lement and uncovered new sectors of the LC I town at the north part of the as 
yet excavated area. This paper presents evidence from this newly-excavated north 
sector, with emphasis on the nature of the domes  c units uncovered in the north/
northwest part and the ac  vi  es of the inhabitants during the disrup  ve phase be-
fore the volcanic erup  on. 
The expansion of the LC I se  lement to the north was apparently a communal deci-
sion implemented during the reorganisa  on of the layout of the town at the end of 
the MC period. The limited evidence for earlier remains in the area and the confi gu-
ra  on of the new sector by the same principles of urban planning evident in other 
parts of the se  lement (with provision for roads, squares, sewage system) demons-
trate that the transforma  on of the physical landscape in response to par  cular 
needs complied with rules set on the community level. Of par  cular interest is the 
comparison of the newly-uncovered two-storied domes  c units with other buildings 
and complexes in the se  lement, in terms of func  on and interdependence. Moreo-
ver, the ample evidence for systema  c and well-planned re-organisa  on ac  vi  es 
a  ested in the se  lement as a result of collec  ve ac  on in the period just before the 
erup  on, further substan  ates the argument for a high level of social integra  on in 
the community. In light of the absence, as yet, of any building that could qualify as 
the administra  ve seat of a ruler or a body of rulers at Akro  ri, the discussion on the 
role of Houses in the poli  cal and economic organisa  on of the community certainly 
aff ords due considera  on.
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Finding oikoi: Ayia Irini, Kea from the household perspective

Evi Gorogianni

Aristotle in Poli  cs I and II disambiguates the oikos defi ning it as a cohesive com-
munity of people who ‘surround’ the nuclear family, living and working together. 
Membership in such a residen  al group is seen as one of the essen  al prerequisites 
for belonging to the wider poli  cal community. Therefore, if one is to understand 
the contribu  on and dynamic of a se  lement in the wider regional network, one has 
to begin with an apprecia  on of the households within it. This paper focuses on the 
Kean se  lement of Ayia Irini and a  empts to understand the se  lement and its so-
cio-poli  cal and cultural entanglements by pu   ng the spotlight on the households 
da  ng from the end of the Middle Bronze Age to Late Bronze II. Aided by GIS and 
ethnographic analogies, a delinea  on of various households is proposed based on a 
combina  on of various types of archaeological evidence, such as hearths, concen-
tra  ons of cooking paraphernalia, and storage facili  es. Households are analyzed in 
order to assess their posi  on within the socio-economic landscape of the site and 
trace pa  erns of social interac  on (from coopera  on and peaceful coexistence to 
compe   on and confl ict). Emphasis will be given to the gender perspec  ve, espe-
cially assessed through popula  on mobility and technological perspec  ves, in order 
to gain an apprecia  on of the various ways in which the site was integrated with the 
wider Aegean region and network beyond the realm of trade.
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Early Helladic III and Middle Helladic house (centric) societies

Corien Wiersma

Houses played a central role in the Early Helladic III (EH III) and Middle Helladic (MH) 
communi  es of Mainland Greece. The importance of the household as a social unit 
is emphasized through the freestanding and axial nature of most houses, and some 
evidence of rebuilding and refurbishing prac  ces during the use life of the house. 
Although the household was a seemingly self-contained and self-suffi  cient unit, 
some dependency on the wider community must have existed. Homogenizing forms 
of behaviour, such as uniform architecture, could have been a means to reinforce 
and solidify community rela  onships. At the same  me, the household may have 
been concerned with the transmission of resources and property. It is tenta  vely 
suggested that rebuilding prac  ces, which were more pronounced in EH III and the 
earlier MH, were a symbolic means to reinforce rules of transmission. 
The impression is gained that from MH onwards changes took place in the domes  c 
economy and that a few households started to cooperate more. Perhaps changes in 
the social and economic organiza  on of the community led to changes in the trans-
mission of resources. It is therefore tenta  vely suggested that this may have caused 
the eventual cessa  on of rebuilding prac  ces during MH III–LH I. Furthermore, as 
households may have become less dependent on the wider community, the need for 
homogenizing prac  ces may have decreased as well. It is therefore suggested that 
increasing architectural varia  on was a result of changes in the domes  c economy. 
Communi  es became less house centric, and instead used the mortuary arena for 
displaying social affi  lia  on.
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Looking for Houses in the tombs. The evidence for House-societies in the 
Mycenaean Argolid

Kalliopi E  leidou

This contribu  on re-visits the evidence available for the social organiza  on of My-
cenaean communi  es of the Middle to Late Helladic period (2000-1200 B.C.) and 
a  empts to trace the transforma  on of communi  es in the Argolid, in Southern 
Greece, from kin-based to House-socie  es. Based primarily on the mortuary remains 
available in this most intensely explored and discussed area of the Mycenaean world 
in southern Mainland Greece, it is argued that the kin-based socie  es of the Middle 
Helladic period were gradually transformed following a variety of strategies into so-
cie  es that venerated the ancestors and the transmission of a real or imaginary line 
of descent. These are two elements that form key concepts of Levi-Strauss’s des-
crip  on of house-socie  es. It is, further, argued that the qualita  ve and quan  ta-
 ve data of the human remains found in the Late Bronze Age mul  ple burial tombs 

(sha  , tholos and chambers tombs) indicate that the tombs were not used as family 
tombs as current research maintains. Rather they were used for the burial of select 
members of Houses, following a cogna  c system of transmi   ng the House’s estate 
(material and immaterial). This is, perhaps, a feature of paramount importance of 
House-socie  es that go beyond the tradi  onal systems of kinship organiza  on and 
allow both male and female descendants, as well as children, to become heads of 
Houses. It is, further, argued that the compe   on between Houses during the early 
Mycenaean period (1700-1400 BC) led to the rise of the pala  al poli  cal organiza  on 
best characterizing the Mycenaean citadels of the 13th century BC, such as Myce-
nae, Tiryns and Midea.
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In quest of the “oikos” in the Late Bronze Age tells of Central Macedonia: 
The evidence from Thessaloniki Toumba

Stelios Andreou & Kalliopi E  leidou

It has been proposed that the forma  on process of tell se  lements symbolically 
advanced the role of “oikoi” or individual house groups, as the basis of the social, 
economic and poli  cal processes taking place in the prehistoric communi  es of the 
Aegean. The ver  cal expansion of habita  on through  me, the o  en exact superpo-
si  on of successive walls and deposits emphasize the importance that these com-
muni  es placed in the concept, the loca  on and physical structure of the house. 
Furthermore, it is likely that the physical and performa  ve aspects of the repeated, 
in situ rebuilding of the houses had an ac  ve role in the reproduc  on of the iden  ty 
of the social groupings, highligh  ng the connec  on of each house group with a defi -
nite ancestral place in the space of the community. This emphasis on the autonomy 
of the “oikoi” was probably part of wider processes, which condoned the rise of 
antagonisms and inequali  es in and between communi  es. 
During the 2nd mil. BC, steep sided mounds (toumbes), up to 20 m. high and less 
than 1 ha large cons  tuted the predominant form of se  lement in Central Macedo-
nia. During the la  er part of the millennium, the restricted and well defi ned space of 
the top of some of these mounds, such as Thessaloniki Toumba and Assiros Toumba, 
presented a compact plan of large rectangular buildings comprising many spaces. 
The buildings are arranged regularly among parallel narrow streets and at fi rst sight, 
display considerable architectural and func  onal homogeneity. Furthermore, the 
plan of the se  lement and of individual buildings remained unchanged for many 
centuries.  Despite this apparent no  on of homogeneity however, there are seve-
ral indica  ons of variability and change. The evalua  on of informa  on from Thes-
saloniki Toumba is used to examine aspects of the biographies of these complex 
buildings and of the changing ac  vi  es and objec  ves of their occupants in rela  on 
to issues concerned with agricultural and cra   produc  on and consump  on. The 
aim is to provide insight into the specifi c forms of coopera  on and integra  on that 
prevailed in the rela  onships between the occupants of individual house-groups or  
between the diff erent house-groups of the Thessaloniki Toumba at  diff erent phases 
during the last centuries of the 2nd mil. BC. 
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Women, Houses and House Societies

Marisa Ruiz-Galvez

This papers explores the role of women, of female descent and of bilateral kin sys-
tems, in House Socie  es from the Near East to the Western Mediterranean.
In the second of the two essays that form the book The way of the mask, Levi Strauss 
described the troubles that both anthropologists, Franz Boas and Alfred Kroeber 
faced when they tried to describe the kinship systems of the socie  es they were stu-
dying, respec  vely the Kwakiult and the Yurok. In both cases, some apparently matri-
lineal ins  tu  ons did exist. For instance, half-marriage among the Yurok, or the use of 
 tles of nobility of his wife’s family among husbands of the Kwakiult elite. But, at the 

same  me, most of the ins  tu  ons of the two socie  es were patrilineal, and neither 
women nor matrilineal uncles wielded power within their lineage, but it passed from 
fathers to sons. Therefore, terms as gens, clan or   tribe were abandoned by Kroeber 
and Boas as of no use to defi ne their kin system. At that point, Levi Strauss concludes 
that the Yurok and the Kwakiult were neither matrilineal nor patrilineal, but both at 
the same  me, since they were bilateral. Levi Strauss used the word House to defi ne 
this kind of kinship system, a term employed by the Yurok themselves for their kin 
organiza  on, and devoted his last teaching years to trace that kinship system in diff e-
rent socie  es of America, Asia, Africa, Oceania and Europe. 
According to Levi Strauss these cogna  c systems were not patrilineal and matrilineal 
at the same  me, but actually patrilineal, insofar as the father’s patrilineage and the 
mother’s patrilineage made use of their male and female members as pawns in a 
strategy driven to preserve and enrich the name, pres  ge and deeds of the House.
Similar concerns and strategies may explain situa  ons documented by archaeology 
in the Near East during the Second Millennium BC, as well as in Iron Age Europe. 
These are expressed, among other things, in the existence of remarkable women 
that apparently enjoyed some authority or held power within the group.
This paper analyses some of those cases and intends to prove that prac  ces like the 
use of matrilineal kin or uxorolocality are part of the strategies deployed by patrili-
neages to perpetuate the name of the House.
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Personal Notes
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